Introduction
Bulk high-temperature superconductors (HTS) are used as current-carrying elements in various devices: electrical machines, magnetic suspension systems, strong magnetic field sources, etc. Supercurrents decay due to the relaxation of nonequilibrium magnetic structures. This phenomenon, which is known as magnetic flux creep or magnetic relaxation, degrades the characteristics of superconducting devices. A "giant flux creep" is observed in HTS. There is an extensive review on this phenomenon by Yeshurun et al. (1996) , but the magnetic relaxation suppression was discussed only briefly in it. An overwhelming majority of studies dealing with applications of HTS also paid little attention to the problem of creep. In this chapter we describe the methods of influence on the relaxation rate both of local characteristics of the magnetic structure (vortex density and vortex density gradient) and averages over the volume of superconductor (magnetic flux, magnetic moment and levitation force). Particular emphasis is placed on the magnetization and the magnetic force whose stability is necessary for the normal operation of the majority of high-current superconducting devices. Magnetic flux creep has its origin in motion vortex (flux lines) out of their pinning sites due to the thermal activation. The creep rate decreases when new or denser pinning sites are introduced into HTS sample. The overview of different techniques for producing pinning sites may be found in the review by Yeshurun et al. (1996) . The dramatic decrease in the magnetic relaxation rate is observed if the temperature of the superconductor is reduced (Maley et al., 1990; Sun et al., 1990; Thompson et al., 1991) . This effect known as "flux annealing" arises due to the transition of vortex system from the critical state having small activation energy to the subcritical state with relatively large activation energy. The "flux annealing" suppresses flux creep, but does not affect the magnetic structure. The induction gradient, which determines the supercurrent density and the superconductor magnetization, does not change after "annealing". However, this method is difficult to implement in technological applications. On the contrary, the exposure of ac magnetic fields strongly affects the nonequilibrium vortex configuration. The critical state in superconductor is completely destroyed at the certain amplitude of ac field (Fisher et al., 1997; Willemin et al., 1998) . If the amplitude is less than it, the induction gradient is destroyed at the depth of ac field penetration (Fisher et at., 1997; Smolyak et al., 2007) , and in the region bordering the penetration region gradient structure experiences strong relaxation which is not related to thermal activation (Brandt & Mikitik, 2003) . After switching off ac field the remanent stationary magnetization is much smaller, but www.intechopen.com
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it decays with time much slower than before the exposure of ac field. It was found that after the exposure of transverse ac field the remanent induction distribution does not change for a long time, i.e. the subcritical vortex configuration is formed (Fisher et al., 2005; Voloshin et al., 2007) . However, the use of ac field to suppress creep in superconducting devices is not effective because the initial magnetization is highly reduced. A classical paper on the flux creep (Beasly et al., 1969) probably was the first to note that the total magnetic flux in superconductor remains unchanged for a long time after the small reversal of external magnetic field. This effect was studied later in more detail, and it formed the basis of the reverse methods for the stabilization of magnetization (Kwasnitza & Widmer, 1991 , 1993 and levitation force (Smolyak et al., 2000 (Smolyak et al., , 2002 . The reversal leads to the internal magnetic relaxation (Smolyak et al., 2001 ) when the volume-averaged quantities do not change for a long time. The phenomenon of internal magnetic relaxation is considered in more detail below in the section 3. Smolyak et al. (2006) studied the dependence of relaxation rate of magnetic force on the rigidity of constraints imposed on a "magnet-superconductor" system. The magnetic force in the suspension system decreases at maximum rate when HTS sample and magnet are rigidly fixed; that is, a rigid mechanical constraint is imposed on the suspension object (HTS sample or magnet). As the mechanical constraint is made weaker, the creep of magnetic force is retarded. The closer the suspension system to the "true" levitation (in which the mobility of the sample is determined predominantly by the magnetoelastic coupling), the slower the magnetic force decays with time. This effect is of great importance for levitation systems and discussed in the section 4. A new effect has been described recently by Smolyak & Ermakov (2010a , 2010b . It was found that the magnetic relaxation is suppressed in HTS sample with a trapped magnetic flux when the sample approaches a ferromagnet. The local relaxation of induction is absent, too; that is, the flux distribution is rigid and does not vary with time. This effect is considered in the section 5.
Magnetization and magnetic force
Let a superconducting disk having a radius R and a thickness d be magnetized as it moves along the z-axis in a nonuniform magnetic field having an azimuthal symmetry (the side surface of the disk is parallel to the z-axis). The disk can perform reverse movements resulting to the azimuthal currents of density J θ with alternating directions are induced in it. Assume that the critical state extends into the disk from its rim, i.e. the currents induced only by the radial vortex-density gradient:
where B z denotes the axial component of induction and μ 0 is the magnetic constant. The disk magnetization along the z-axis may be written as:
The force acting upon the disk along the z-axis:
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where B r is the radial component of the field induction; V is the disk volume. The density of ponderomotive forces J θ B r depends on the true value of field which is produced both by the external source and the currents influenced by the force. However, when a full force is calculated from Eq. (3), B r may be assumed to mean the external field only (Landau et al., 1957) . Let us use the Bean's model of critical state according to which the critical current density J c is constant throughout the volume. In Eq.
(1)
. The disk will have a maximum magnetization if a unidirectional current flows in the whole volume of the disk (0≤r≤R):
The subscript c at J is omitted because the current density decreases with time.
If the current flows in the region r 1 ≤r≤r 2 ( r 2 <R), the disk has a partial unipolar magnetization:
If the currents producing opposite magnetic moments circulate in the sample, the disk has a bipolar magnetization:
where r* is the boundary between regions passing counter currents (r 1 <r*<R); the critical state occupies the region r 1 ≤r≤R. Here and henceforth the quantities relating to the bipolar current structure are marked with an asterisk (e.g. F(M*) ≡ F* etc.). The magnetic field with azimuthal symmetry is usually created by disk or ring permanent magnets, and in some cases B r (r) can be approximated by a linear dependence. Then the expression for the force (3) may be written as (Smolyak et al., 2002) :
( )
where Ф r is the radial magnetic flux piercing the disk rim. This flux can also be expressed as the axial induction gradient averaged over the disk volume V:
If the HTS sample does not move after the magnetization, the magnitude Ф r in Eq. (7) does not change with time and, consequently, F(t) ~ M(t). The force normalized to F m determines the load factor:
where F m = Ф r M m , F* = Ф r M*.
Open and internal magnetic relaxation

Time evolution of current density
The flux creep develops when the critical state is established in the superconductor; i.e. the vortex-density gradient, or induction gradient, is formed. The critical gradient determining the critical current density is established in the result of the balance of opposing forces: pinning force holding vortices on the pinning sites and Lorentz force JB which drives vortices. The form of the induction distribution is determined by the dependence of pinning force on the vortex density. We use the Bean's model of critical state according to which the vortex density is distributed in superconductor with the same gradient, i.e. the critical current density J c = const. The greater the pinning, the larger the value J c . Magnetic relaxation was first studied in low-temperature superconductors (LTS). The experiment shows the trapped magnetic flux gradually leaves the sample. The explanation for this phenomenon was proposed by Anderson (1962) and Anderson & Kim (1964) . They introduced the concept of thermal activation. The thermal fluctuations make the vortex surmount the pinning barrier and move in the direction of the Lorentz force to the region where their density is smaller. As a result, the induction gradient and the current density decrease with time. The creep effect in LTS is so small that it almost has no effect on the characteristics of LTS devices (the current density in superconductor is close to the value J c for a long time). The magnetization of high-temperature superconductors decreases immediately after magnetizing. Therefore, the critical state with current density J c is only the initial state of the magnetic structure which relaxes rapidly so that the real current density is much less than J c . The strong magnetic relaxation can also be described by the theory of Anderson-Kim in the first approximation. The decrease of the current density starting from the moment of time t 0 may be expressed in the term of relaxation coefficient:
where t 0 is the relaxation observation start time; J 0 ≡ J(t 0 ); U 0 ≡ U(t 0 ) is the effective activation energy. The magnetization and the magnetic force also change with time. The linear dependence M(J) (Eq. (4)) occurs when the current flows through the whole volume of the superconductor. If the critical state does not occupy the whole volume of the sample, the dependence M(J) becomes nonlinear, because r 1 , r 2 and r* in Eqs. (5) and (6) also depend on J. In this case the variation of magnetization with time depends on the location of gradient zone in the sample. As it is shown below this location determines the type of magnetic relaxation and has the considerable effect on the variation rate of magnetization and force acting on the sample. Fig. 1 (a) and (b) present the radial magnetic flux distributions established in the disk when the induction of external field changes from B in (field, in which the disk was cooled) to B s . The (a) and (b) distributions exhibit the induction gradient in the whole volume of the disk, 0≤r≤R, and the ring layer, r 1 ≤r≤R, respectively. In both cases the external boundary of the critical state is located on the disk surface R through which excess of vortices leaves the sample. The flux creep related to the vortex flow through the superconductor surface will be termed an open magnetic relaxation. Due to the creep the distribution slope and current density decrease with the relaxation coefficient () t α (Eq. (11)). The coefficient β(t) = M(t>t 0 )/M(t 0 ) will be taken to characterize the magnetization relaxation. For the partial penetration ( Fig. 1 (b) ) the magnetization is determined by Eq. (5) , and also assuming the relaxation term in Eq. (11) is small as compared to unity, one may write (here and in the sections 3.3 and 3.4 we use the results received by Smolyak et al., 2002) : 
Open magnetic relaxation
For the partial penetration of the critical state, the magnetization diminishes, similarly to the current density (Eq. (11)), by a logarithmic law, but at the smaller rate, because C δ <1. If
e. the relative variation of the magnetization 1 -β(t) is much less than the change of the current density ()
and β(t) → () t α , i.e. the current density, the magnetization and the force have one and the same relaxation coefficient ()
3.3 Internal magnetic relaxation 3.3.1 Current zone removed from superconductor surface It may be shown that the current density in zone spaced from the superconductor surface has the same relaxation coefficient (11)). However, oppositely to the open relaxation, the total magnetic flux remains unchanged in the sample. An internal magnetic relaxation takes place. The magnetization of the sample is constant, too, i.e. β = M(t>t 0 )/M(t 0 ) = 1. The internal magnetic relaxation takes the time t 0 ≤t≤t i , where t i denotes the time necessary for the emergence of boundary r 2 (t) on the superconductor surface R. This time may be found from Eq. (11): Fig. 1 (d) ) is equal to the penetration depth δ(t 0 ) ( Fig. 1 (b) ), because the external field variation and pinning are the same in both cases).
Relaxation of opposite gradients
The magnetic structure with the opposite vortex-density gradients is established in the superconductor if the external field is reversed. Fig. 1 (e) and (g) present the induction distributions for the full and partial penetration of the critical state. The flux profile is a broken line comprising Sections 1 and 2, in which the induction gradients are equal in the magnitude and opposite in the sign. The vortices diffuse during the creep to the region with the smaller vortex density, i.e. to the boundary r* between the sections. We shall assume that the straight-line approximation is fulfilled for the both sections. Let the flux-flow density on the side of the Section 1 be larger than the density of the opposite flux flow. The excess vortices move from the Section 1 to the Section 2 and are distributed in the latter section with the same gradient as the one in the Section 1. In another words, the Section 1 extends, while the Section 2 shrinks. (The arrangement of the gradients during the creep is similar to their rearrangement during the remagnetization of the superconductor: the new vortex distribution expands to the region with the different vortex-density gradient and "erases" the previous distribution. The only difference is that the speed of the gradient front depends on the external field variation rate in one case and on the creep velocity in another case.) Let us consider the relaxation of distribution in Fig. 1 (e) when the sample has a bipolar magnetization (Eq. (6) when r 1 = 0). The dependences r*(t) and M m (t) ∝ () t α determine the time evolution of the bipolar magnetization which proceeds with the relaxation coefficient
The bipolar magnetization is preserved in the sample for some time t b only. Once this time has elapsed, the magnetization turns to the unipolar one and then the magnetic relaxation proceeds by the open type. It can be shown that during the time t 0 ≤t≤t b the coefficient β*(t) changes from 1 to the value () 
where 000 m wM M * * = is the load factor (Eq. (10)). The relationship (17) shows that the magnetization rises slightly during the time t b . The magnetic flux, which enters the sample during the time t b -t 0 , is very small. (This flux corresponds to the region limited by the initial distribution 2 and the surface l (see Fig. 1  (e)) .) The lifetime of the bipolar magnetization may be calculated from Eq. (14) if t b is substituted for t i and b
For the distribution in Fig. 1 (g) , the relaxation pattern does not differ qualitatively from the relaxation of the distribution in Fig. 1 (e) : the Section 1, which contributes most to the magnetization, "swallows up" the section with the opposite magnetization. The full magnetic flux changes little in the sample. Using the flux conservation condition and Eqs. (6) and (10) − − (as before δ 0 is equal to the penetration depth of the critical state in Fig. 1 (b) ).
Results of experiment and calculation
To verify the theory, we use the experimental data on the relaxation of vertical magnetic force in the "magnet-superconductor" system. The experimental setup is described in the paper of Smolyak et al. (2002) . The sample of melt-textured Yba 2 Cu 3 O 7 ceramics (disk 10 mm in diameter and 3.5 mm high) and the ring magnet are used in the experiments. The sample was cooled in the initial position in the field of magnet and then was moved to the suspension point in the forward or reverse stroke. During the forward stroke from the initial position to the suspension point the sample was magnetized by the current of one polarity (unipolar magnetization). During the reverse stroke (when the sample passed the suspension point, went a certain distance (reverse depth), and then returned to the suspension point), the opposite currents passed in the sample (bipolar magnetization). The magnetic force F, which was acting on the HTS sample in the suspension point, was measured as a function of time.
The position of the sample at this point was fixed, i.e. the magnetized sample did not move relative to the magnet when the magnetic force was changing due to the flux creep. The loaded sample, or the suspension, with total weight G>F stood on the rest all the time except the measurement moments of the force F (the force P balancing the force difference G -F was applied to the suspension for a short time and the moment of separation of suspension from the rest was recorded). The initial force F 0 was measured after t 0 = 10 min (t 0 is the time elapsed from the moment the sample was placed at the suspension point). Fig. 1 (b) ) for different penetration depth of the critical state. These dependences also show the relative change of the sample magnetization because F ∝ M. The slope of the dependences characterizes the logarithmic relaxation rate:
In the case of full penetration, the magnetization and the current-density relaxation coefficients are equal: (t) = (t). From Eqs. (11) and (19) it follows that the quantity, which is inverse to the logarithmic relaxation rate, is the kT-normalized effective activation energy. In the case of partial penetration β(t) is determined by Eq. (12). The activation energy is related to S β as:
where C δ is a correction factor (Eq. (13)). Considering open and internal magnetic relaxation we have made the assumption that the size and the location of current zone in the sample had no affect on the relaxation rate of current density. But the value of magnetization and the rate of its relaxation S β depend on them. As follows from Eq. (20) the quantity C δ /S β should also be independent from the penetration depth of the critical state. The normalized penetration depth (calculated from expression (Fig. 2) , one may find that the effective activation energies are nearly equal, U 0 ~ 15 kT, for all the three dependences. However, the obtained values C δ /S β are very rough estimate of the effective activation energy. To calculate δ 0 and С δ , we used the Bean's model which apparently could not describe correctly the expansion process of the critical state in the central region, i.e. for large δ 0 . (The experiment shows that for 0 0.85 w > the slopes of the relaxation dependences differ little from the slope of the dependence for the maximum magnetization ( 0 1 w = ). Therefore, the values δ 0 /R and С δ should be close to unity for the load coefficients, 0 0.85 1 w <≤ .) Fig. 3 presents the time dependence of the magnetic force for the bipolar magnetization which is imparted to the sample during the reverse stroke from the initial position to the suspension point. The force F* is normalized to F 0 which acts at the same suspension point after the forward movement. The value of the force F*(t 0 ) depends on the reversal depth and, consequently, 00 FF * has different initial values (Fig. 3) . The main specific feature of the dependences 1-3 consists in the presence of a plateau: the force relaxation is absent during a certain period of time. The stabilization time (the plateau) increases exponentially with the reversal depth (i.e. with decreasing 00 FF *
). The plateau is bounded by the dependence 4 which characterizes the relaxation of the force F acting at the same suspension point when the sample is magnetized without reversal. As soon as the force F* reaches the said time boundary, it begins diminishing at the same rate as the force F:
. The observed effect is described quite adequately in the terms of theory of the internal magnetic relaxation. A near-surface layer (a reverse-layer) with an opposite induction gradient appears in magnetized superconductor as a result of the small reversal of the external magnetic field. When a two-gradient distribution ( Fig. 1 (e) and (g)) is relaxed, the vortices emerge from the volume to the reverse-layer rather than to the superconductor surface. The magnetic flux is redistributed inside the sample. It is known that a full force, which acts on a system of the closed-circuit currents in the magnetic field, can be expressed as the tensions operating at the boundary of the volume passing the currents. In another words, the force depends on the state of the field on the surface of the sample. Since the field does not change its state at the superconductor boundary during the time t b , the force remains constant. The magnetic flux entering the reverse-layer on the side of the superconductor surface is very small. A relative change of the magnetization during the time t b (the reverse-layer lifetime) is 
FF t F
β * * * * −= − is less than 0.1 mN which is beyond the sensitivity limit of the experimental installation. Let us estimate the time t b taking into account that the critical state does not occupy the whole volume of the disk. For the partial penetration of the bipolar critical state ( Fig. 1 (g) ) the current relaxation coefficient at t = t b may be calculated using the expression . These values approach rather closely the values observed in the experiment (Fig. 3) .
Magnetic relaxation in levitating and "fixed" superconductors
In the paper of Smolyak et al. (2006) it was noted the results of the experimental studies of magnetic force relaxation are contradictory. The direct measurements of the interaction force between magnet and superconductor (Moon et al., 1990; Riise et al., 1992; Smolyak et al., 2002) showed a considerable decrease of the force with time. However, in the experiments, where the drift of levitating HTS samples was observed, the levitation height did not change in the stationary magnetic field (Krasnyuk & Mitrofanov, 1990; Terentiev & Kuznetsov, 1992) . We suggested that in the case of levitation the relaxation rate of magnetic force was much smaller than in the case of fixed position of superconductor and magnet (when the magnetic force acts on the superconductor, and the sample is fixed at the suspension point).
The force stabilization in the levitation system must arise due to feedback. Let a superconductor be magnetized as it is moving to a magnet. The magnetization and the magnetic force F will increase until F balances the sample weight. Assume that the sample magnetization is maximal in the suspension point. Then the stability of the levitation is determined by the gradient function Ф r (z) (Eq. (9)) which increases when the sample displaces from the suspension level. If the magnetization decreases due to the flux creep, the force F will also be reduced, and the sample moving slightly from the suspension level will be biased. Therefore, F will rise again and the sample will return to the level of suspension. As a result, the magnetization and the force are almost unchanged. The feedback may be weakened (i.e. the magnetic bias reduces) by imposing the elastic mechanical constraint on the levitating sample. In this case, the relaxation rate of magnetization and force should increase. When the constraint is absolutely rigid, there is no magnetic bias, and the magnetization relaxation rate should be the largest.
In the experiments we used the same "magnet-HTS disk" system and the same method of magnetization as described in the section 3.4. The setup was upgraded to be able to measure the rate of relaxation when the sample is imposed absolutely rigid or elastic mechanical constraint with the stiffness coefficients 500 N/m or 15 N/m (the experimental details, see in the work of Smolyak et al. (2006) . Fig. 4 shows the dependences F(lnt) normalized to the initial force F 0 which were measured from the time t 0 = 10 min after the magnetization of the sample. The dependences are close to linear, and its slopes S = (dF/dlnt)/F 0 characterize the logarithmic relaxation rate. The rate is maximum when the sample is fixed (dependence 1). The relaxation slows down when the mechanical constraint is "softened" (dependences 2-4). The closer the suspension system to the "true" levitation, in which the sample displacement is mainly determined by the magnetic coupling, the lower the rate of relaxation force.
To make a qualitative estimate of the experimental results, let us consider the magnetic force relaxation when the force F acts on the suspension with HTS, and at the same time the mechanical constraint is imposed on it. The magnetic force may be expressed as F = Ф r M (Eq. (7)). For definiteness, consider the suspension of the superconductor above the magnet when the sample moving to the magnet from above is magnetized. Assume the critical state penetrates into the disk from the side surface, and the current density
( 1)) is the same over the whole volume of the disk. In this case, the disk has the maximum magnetization M = JR/3 (Eq. (4)) (the subscript m at M is omitted). If the mechanical constraint is absolutely rigid, then J, M and F decrease with time with the same relaxation coefficient
. If the constraint is elastic, then the current relaxation and decrease of F will cause the displacement of the suspension to the magnet. The field at the superconductor boundary grows up that leads to the formation of "fresh" critical state with the higher critical current density. The induction gradient, which is being destroyed by the flux creep, is restored. Fig. 4 . The magnetic force relaxation depending on the rigidity of the constraint imposed on suspension: absolutely rigid (dependence 1) and elastic constraint (2-4); rigidity of elastic constraint is much larger (2) and much smaller (3, 4) than the magnetic one (suspension under (3) and above (4) the magnet). The inset shows magnetic bias process (see the text for explanation).
The inset in Fig. 4 presents the induction distribution: the initial distribution at t = t 0 (1); the distribution at t>t 0 in the case of rigid constraint (2); the distribution at the same time t>t 0 in the case of elastic constraint (3). The critical state 3 penetrates to the depth δ = R -r*. Assume that the gradient dB z /dr in this region is restored to its initial value μ 0 J 0 and, consequently, the current density is reduced only in the region r<r* where () ( 
where M 0 = J 0 R/3, q = [1 -(δ/R)] 3 is the factor of creep retardation. Assuming the function Ф r in Eq. (7) varies slightly with the sample displacement, we have ( ) () 00 Ftt F t β * * >= . The logarithmic relaxation rate S* = qkT/U 0 . Depending on the rigidity of mechanical constraint the factor q can range from unity ("fixed" superconductor) to zero (levitation). Using Eqs. (11) and (21) and relations
where ∆z is the suspension displacement, ∆B z is the field variation on the boundary rR = , K B = dB z /dz is the field gradient on the boundary, ∆F and ∆P m are the variations of magnetic force and elastic mechanical force, k m is the rigidity of mechanical constraint), the retardation factor q may be estimated from equation Cq + q 1/3 -1 = 0 where From the experiment the values of q will be found by using the dependences 1-4 (Fig. 4) . The slope of the dependence 1 determines the logarithmic relaxation rate in the absence of sample displacement, i.e. factor q = 1. Using this condition, we obtain the kT-normalized activation energy U 0 /kT ≅ 29. The dependences 2-4 show retarded relaxation with the rate S* = qkT/U 0 , which yields q = 0.724 (the suspension under the magnet with k m = 500 N/m), 0.31 q = and 0.074 (the suspension under and above the magnet, respectively, with k m = 15 N/m). The qualitative agreement between experimental and calculated results for the factor q is quite acceptable. The magnetic relaxation slows down when the suspension system is close to the "true" levitation, i.e. when the magnetic rigidity dF/dz is much greater than the rigidity of mechanical constraint (magnetic rigidity of the "magnetsuperconductor" system was ~ 100 N/m). The different values S*, when the suspension is under (dependence 3 (Fig.4) ) and above (dependence 4) the magnet, are probably due to the different values of magnetic rigidity which determines the sample displacement if k m is small. Fig. 5 illustrates the effect of retarded relaxation of the magnetic force F when the superconductor levitates. Image 1 in Fig. 5 presents two identical "magnet-loaded HTS sample" systems in the initial state when the samples are on the rest above the magnet, and the force F is absent (the supporting force is not shown). When the rest goes down, and the HTS sample approaches to the magnet, the magnetic force F appears and increases until it balances the body weight G at the suspension level. In the image 2 on the left the HTS sample levitates (the rest is removed), and on the right the HTS sample remains on the rest. This image corresponds to the initial moment t = t 0 that has passed since the establishing of F = G. The image 3 shows the same position as the image 2, but for the moment t t 0 . During this time, the levitation height on the left remains the same since the force F has not changed. On the right the force F has decreased as a result of the magnetic relaxation. The image 4 shows the positions of the HTS samples after elimination of the right rest. The right HTS sample also levitates, but its levitation height is less than the left one. (The force F, which decreased as a result of flux creep, should increase again up to the magnitude G; the HTS sample should be biased, i.e. it should go down closer to the magnet.) 
Magnetic relaxation in superconductor placed near ferromagnet
A new effect was described by Smolyak & Ermakov (2010a , 2010b . It was found the magnetic relaxation is suppressed in HTS sample with a trapped magnetic flux when the sample approaches a ferromagnet. To have more precise idea of the conditions under which the suppression of relaxation is observed, we give a more detailed description of the experiment here.
Experimental details and results
The measurements were performed on a sample of melt-textured YBa 2 Cu 3 O 7 ceramics having the transition temperature T c ≅ 91 K and the transition width of less than 1 K. The sample was shaped as a disk 20 mm in diameter and 8.5 mm high. The c-axis was perpendicular to the disk plane. The Hall probes having the sensitive zone 1.5×0.5 mm 2 in size and the sensitivity of 130 μV/mT were attached to the base of the sample as sketched in the inset in Fig. 7 . The probes detected the field component normal to the surface of the sample. The induction B, which determines the density of Abrikosov vortices, was measured simultaneously at five points on the surface of the sample as a function of time.
(The vortices in Fig. 6 are shown conditionally as straight lines in the section of the sample. The arrow lines denote the magnetic field outside the superconductor.) The external magnetic field of the induction B e was created by an electromagnet. Armco-iron plates (40 mm in diameter and 4 mm thick; the gap between the plates for placement of the sample was 10 mm) were also used in the experiments. The experimental procedure was as follows. Three independent experiments on measurements of the local relaxation of the trapped magnetic flux were performed. Fig. 6 illustrates the magnetization conditions and the relative positions of the sample and the ferromagnet. The experiment a. The HTS sample having the temperature T>T c was cooled in the external magnetic field B e to 77 K, and then the field B e was switched off. As a result, the sample trapped the magnetic flux (was magnetized). The experiment b. The sample having the temperature T>T c was placed in the gap between the plates, and the external field B e was applied to the "sample-ferromagnet" system. Then the sample was cooled, and the external field was turned off. In this experiment the sample trapped the magnetic flux when the sample and the ferromagnet were close together. The experiment c. The sample was cooled in the field B e , the external field was turned off, and then the sample was placed in the gap between the ferromagnetic plates. The final positions in the experiments b and c look identical, but in the experiment b the sample was magnetized in the presence of the ferromagnet, while in the experiment c the sample was first magnetized without the ferromagnet and then was brought close to it. . B e , the external magnetic field; B, the induction of the trapped magnetic flux; J and J i , the density of currents induced in the sample upon trapping of the flux and screening of the ferromagnet field, respectively. Fig. 7 depicts the profiles of the field which was trapped in the sample. The induction distributions on the surface of the sample was measured 2 min (the observation start point) and 100 min after the sample has been installed in the final position in the experiments a, b or c. The magnetic flux in the sample decreases in the experiments a and b. The flux value remains unchanged in the experiment c. The form of the distributions (the absence of the plateau) suggests that the critical state occupies the whole volume of the sample. In the absence of the ferromagnet, experiment a, the induction near the edge reverses sign. (This feature was also observed in the experiments with slabs in perpendicular field by Abulafia et al. (1995) and Fisher et al. (2005) ). The magnetic relaxation in the experiment a occurs in the absence of external effects on pinning and the nonequilibrium magnetic structure. Let us refer this relaxation to as "free". On the assumption that the current density is the same over the whole volume and diminishes at an equal rate everywhere, the local induction B is proportional to J. Therefore, the quantity B(t)/B 0 changes over time with the relaxation coefficient () t α (Eq. (11)). The slope of the a-dependence, which determines the logarithmic relaxation rate, gives 1/S ~ 30. This value is in agreement with known values of U 0 /kT for melt-textured YbaCuO ceramics. The ferromagnet retards the flux creep in the superconductor. The magnitude of the retardation effect depends on the sequence of magnetization and approach of superconductor and ferromagnet. If they are brought close together before magnetization of the superconductor (experiment b, Fig. 6 ), the relaxation rate S is two times lower (bdependence, Fig. 8 ) than the "free" relaxation rate (a-dependence). If they are brought close together after magnetization (experiment c), the magnetic relaxation is almost fully suppressed (c-dependence). This effect can be interpreted as follows. The driving force f = JB depends on the magnetic field configuration, which determines the value and the direction of the current in the sample. When the field at the boundary increases, i.e. the magnetic flux enters the sample, the vortex density is larger near the boundary than in the bulk, and f acts on the vortices in the direction from the surface to the bulk of the sample. When the field at the boundary decreases (e.g. in the case of flux trapping), the vortex density gradient is directed from the bulk to the surface, and the driving force acts in the same direction. The azimuthal currents are induced in the disk sample located in the axial field. Depending on the way the external field changes upon magnetization of the sample, the critical state with forward, reverse, or counter circulation of currents is established. The magnetic field configuration, which is formed in the homogeneous external field in the absence of the ferromagnet, was calculated by Brandt (1996 Brandt ( , 1998 . The calculated configuration of the field and the direction of driving forces are shown in Fig. 9 on the left. "Free" magnetic relaxation corresponds to such direction of forces (experiment (a)). The current circulates in one direction in the whole volume of the sample. The driving force has two components. The radial force makes the vortices move from the center to the disk rim. The axial forces have the counter direction and do not contribute to the total force which moves vortices. There are more complicated configurations of the flux lines in the experiments (b) and (c) because the magnetic field is produced by a screening current in the disk and by the ferromagnet. The sources of the ferromagnet field are domains oriented at the right angle to the plane of the disk. The distribution density of these domains in the disk plane corresponds to the distribution of the local induction (Fig. 7) . The ferromagnet field has the similar dome-shaped profile and has the same direction as the screening current field. The critical state in the sample (experiment (b)) was established when the current in the electromagnet coil was cut off. In this case, the magnetization of the ferromagnet decreased (i.e. the number of oriented domains was reduced) from a maximum to a value corresponding to the distribution of the induction in final position in the experiment (b). The magnetic flux (produced by the coil and the domains, which were disorientated after the coil cutoff) left the sample through the base and the rim of the disk. As a result, the screening current circulating in one direction was excited in the sample. This state with unipolar current should undergo the magnetic relaxation. A slowdown of the creep rate in the experiment (b) with respect to the "free" relaxation can be due to an increase in the length of the vortices and their curvature. The effect of these factors on the total pinning force is discussed by Fisher et al. (2005) and Voloshin et al. (2007) . Most likely, the mechanism of "external" pinning, which is connected with the interaction between vortices and the ferromagnetic domain structure (Garcia-Santiago et al., 2000; Helseth et al., 2002) , is less probable. This effect is observed only when the superconductor and a ferromagnet are intimately in contact with each other. Fig. 9 . The configuration of vortices and the direction of screening currents and driving forces acting on vortices, in the case of "free" magnetic relaxation (left image) and in the case the magnetized sample approaches to ferromagnet (right image). The relaxation dependences corresponding to the "free" magnetic relaxation and to the relaxation near ferromagnet are shown on the top.
Discussion
The critical state in the experiment (c) was established when the sample with the trapped flux was placed between the ferromagnet surfaces; i.e. when the ferromagnet was brought into the magnetic field of the superconductor. Being magnetized, the ferromagnet produces its own magnetic field which penetrates into the sample and excites the currents circulating counter to the trapping current. It can be thought that the vortex density gradients, which are connected with the ferromagnetic field, generally appear on the plane surfaces of the disk; i.e. the reverse currents flow near the base of the disk. As a result, the critical state with a bipolar current structure is established in the sample (Fig. 9, on the right) . This vortex configuration is more stable because the counter driving forces f act on the different sections of vortices. The ferromagnet field "supports" the nonequilibrium distribution of the trapped flux, leading to the formation of a "rigid" configuration of the magnetic field which remains unchanged with time (c-distribution, Fig. 7 ).
Conclusion
We have been considered the influence of the conditions of magnetization, the mobility of the samples in magnetic suspension system and the ferromagnetic medium on the relaxation rate of magnetization and magnetic force in bulk high-temperature superconductors.
(i) The features of open and internal magnetic relaxation have been discussed. It has been shown that both strong decrease in magnetization and force (open relaxation) and absence of any changes of these parameters (internal relaxation) could be observed in experiment. The magnetization of the sample and the magnetic force are stabilized thanks to the reversal of external magnetic field. A model is proposed for the internal magnetic relaxation which arises when the nonequilibrium region of vortex lattice is far from superconductor surface or is separated from it by the layer with an opposite vortex-density gradient.
(ii) It has been shown that in a "magnet-superconductor" system the creep rate depends on the rigidity of the constraints imposed on the system. The magnetization of the superconductor and the magnetic force decrease at a maximum rate when the HTS sample and the magnet are rigidly fixed. In the case of "true" levitation (when the mobility of the sample is determined predominantly by magnetic coupling) the magnetic force very slightly decreases with time. It is suggested that the force stabilization is related to magnetic bias feedback in the sample which restores the nonequilibrium structure broken by the magnetic flux creep. (iii) It has been described the phenomenon of the retardation of magnetic relaxation in the HTS sample with a trapped magnetic flux when the sample approached a ferromagnet. The flux creep is fully suppressed when the superconducting sample first is magnetized and then the ferromagnet is brought into the magnetic field of the superconductor. It is supposed that the phenomenon results from the formation of stable vortex configuration in which counter Lorentz forces act upon the different regions of vortices.
